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SeaPrism Photometer

The SeaPrism instrument belongs to the CE318 instruments family it has 
specific filters and a scenario to measure the sea and sky radiance.

Filters 

The instrument's filters are : 1020nm, 870nm, 670nm, 443nm,  531nm, 412nm, 
936nm, 488nm and 551nm. All the filters are 10nm band width.

The 1020 870 670 440 936 500 filters (or close like 667nm,443nm and 488nm) 
as those used by standard instruments 

The 531 412 488 551 filters are specific for SeaPrism instrument.

Scenarios

In automatic mode the instrument runs the standard Aeronet scenarios starting 
at air mass 7,0.

After air mass 5,0 in the morning till air mass 5,0 in the afternoon the SeaPrism 
instrument runs every 30 minutes the SeaPrism scenario group called 'P' group.

The scenarios are executed at hh:00 and hh:30, the time is true solar time  
(TSV), this time is displayed in PW2.

The SeaPrism scenario make M measure on the sea and N on the sky. This 
scenario is executed 8 times one for each filter. The filters used are 1020nm, 
870nm, 667nm, 443nm, 531nm, 412nm, 488nm and 551nm

Parameters 

The SeaPrism has some specific parameters in PW=11

 M1-M9 the gains for the sea measures 
default values M1..M9 = 32

 ASea the azimuth angle from the sun for the sky & sea measurements
default values = -90°

 ZSea the zenith angle for the the sky & sea measurements 
default value = 40°

 NMSea number of measurements on the sea
default value = 11

 NMSky number of measurements on the sky
default value = 3
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 AHL maximum angle on the left side
default value = -270°

 AHR maximum angle on the right side
default value = +270°

If the instrument cannot see the sea 360° around then AHL and AHR define the 
angle where the instrument can runs the SeaPrism scenario.
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Measures produced by SeaPrism.

The group 'P' produce the followng records

• one status 'P' 

• one Nsun 

•  8 PRS records

Status record STA type 'P'
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Nsun record  NSU

SeaPrism  record  PSR 

There are one record for each of the 8 filters. SeaPrism is not executed on the  
937 water vapor filtre

The PC cannot know the number of measure on the sea and on the sky. It 
knows the total number of measures.

It suppose that the there are the same number of measures on the sky and on 
the sea. This information is used only for the display.
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PSR record

The PSR ASCII exported files doesn't contain information on the number of the 
measures on the sea and on the sky. The user have to know it.

ASCII record :
21/06/2012,05:32:58,6,553,552,552,552,552,552,552,552,551,552,552,551,551,551,551,550,5
50,551,551,551,551,551,551,551,551,551,21.8

This information can be found into the parameters of the instrument. 

Each .k7 file contains the parameters of the instrument.

The gains are displayed by AstpWin as powers of 2 
Gain = 2 exp( Fxn – 1 )
Exemple FA1 = 5 → GainA1 = 2**(5-1) = 16  FA8= 1  → GainA8 = 2**(1-1) = 1
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Instrument parameters 
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